


IntelliMedia Networks. is an ISO 27001:2013, ISO 9001:2015, ISO/IEC 20000-1-2011 certified digital solutions 

agency carrying more than two decades of experience. As visionaries in our field, we have built hundreds of reliable 

software solutions and collaborated with world-class brands.

We are focused on delivering brilliant solutions by understanding our customer’s focus, requirements and a solution 

that fits within their budget. Our team strives to accurately understand our customers’ goals and corporate demands.

Who we are 

ISO 9001:2015 ISO 27001 : 2013 ISO 20001-1-2011



Delivering strategy-driven deployments and peak performances 

with best and proven practices.

Overview

Helping innovators and brands through cultural insight.

Delivering real value and meaning to your business ideas.

Simplified and always-on 

customer experience

Competitive advantage 

through differentiation

Agile Based Decision 

Making



Software isn’t cookie-cutter - it depends on what your 

needs, goals, and budget are. The same goes for the 

services we provide.

Our area of expertise

AR/VR/MR

With AR/VR & MR integration, we can 

provide better customer experiences and 

help take your business to new levels.

Media Solutions

From complex broadcaster solutions to 

consumer live video delivery, we simplify 

video through its broad set of products & 

solutions

Enterprise software development

Reliable software capable of being scaled 

quickly. Modern architecture approaches 

allow us to build for today, tomorrow, and 

the future.



Software isn’t cookie-cutter - it depends on what your 

needs, goals, and budget are. The same goes for the 

services we provide.

Our area of expertise

NOC Services

24x7 Support from state of 

the art NOC Services.

Web Development

Responsive websites and PWAs 

built for speed

Mobile Development

Native Android, iOS, Cross 

platform,  & Mac apps

UI/UX Engineering

Fresh-looking designs and intuitive 

interfaces that communicate with 

your audience, clients and partners.



Employ the ‘Try-Before-You-Buy’ Concept 
The concept is gaining more ground with the integration of various technologies into the customer experience. 

Customers do try it for gaining more knowledge before they actually use the solutions and fit it in their ecosystem

Maximize Productivity
Many industries use millions of productivity tools to create an ecosystem of daily operations to maximize productivity 

and quality by inducing an error-free environment with the help of our digital solutions

Real Time Measurements
Faster, real time tracking and consistent cleaning & sanitization processes enhance the customer experience and help 

your operations clear out the clutter well.

We assist young cleaning & sanitization companies in actualizing their full potential. We accelerate growth, 

productivity, digitalization by streamlining operations & building accretive value for this industry.

Capital-raising Process 



Real time tracking of all staff activities

Get instant, up-to-the second visibility regarding the cleaning and sanitation 

activities at any or all locations.

Automated reminders for in completed and escalated activities

Business owners can configure how reminders are sent out

Real time performance management

A real-time task completion scoring assessment is provided so problem 

areas, employees or tasks can be quickly identified.

A training hub including interactive video micro-training sessions for 

employees and staff

 Just doing things the same way they’ve always be done doesn’t always get 

the right job done! The training sessions ensures how to complete assigned 

tasks properly and safely.

Activities are monitored and measured, providing real-time evidence of policy understanding and 

compliance with corporate and government mandated directives regarding sanitization and cleanliness.

A cost effective, automated and accurate tool for 
establishing and managing cleaning activities of your staff. 



Customized task allocation module

Managers can allocate task seamlessly right way from a custom list of 

tasks

Setting up custom tasks for all employees

Quick creation of custom tasks for the employees

Monitoring the missed and escalated tasks and the location 

performance

Remind employees and make sure no tasks are missed by easy 

reminders and follow up system

Real time performance measurement

Auto captures time spend; creates an enterprise-wide objective and 

robust measurement system

Activities are monitored and measured real time. A customized task 

allocation feature in the applications ensures the tasks are assigned on time 

and also, completed within the stipulated time.

Interactive monitoring 
& task assigning tool.



Real-time insights for performed tasks

A very quick statistics for the pending and completed tasks right away on the dashboards of the employees

Automated reminders for in completed and escalated tasks

No chance to miss any assigned tasks by automated reminders in the system.

A training hub including interactive video micro-training sessions for employees and staff

 Interactive video sessions for the employees to allow them to understand a task before they actually perform!

Single click feature for task completion enhancing the productivity levels for the employees.

A simple and quick task management application
for staff and employees



Real-time insights for performed tasks

A very quick statistics for the pending and completed tasks rightaway

on the dashboards of the employees

Automated reminders for incompleted and escalated tasks

Simple right and left swipe to complete the tasks quickly

Marking the attendance and holidays to notify the managers

Employees enjoy by simply swiping left or right to complete the tasks.

A simple and quick task 
management mobile application 
for staff and employees



A comprehensive application In the crucial
era of Covid-19 today.



Because Sanitization 
Safety and Cleanliness 
Matters!



Thank you
Get in touch to discuss your project

+1 (571) 799 9569

info@intellimedianetworks.com

https://intellimedianetworks.com
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